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Jan Belisle brought by for my comments on Tuesday of this week a copy of the 
already cleared manuscript on Serum Organic/Inorganic Fluorine Levels of 
Rural Chinese. My overall thoughts and comments are outlin~d below; additional 
points - mostly more specific - are written on the attached copy of the 
manuscript. 

I agree that the data from China are worth publishing. They are novel, probab]y 
unique and make an interesting contribution to this research area. However, 
my impression beyond that is that an unnecessary and potentially counter-productive 
effort is made to reach an interim conclusion about the source of the trace 
amounts of serum organic fluorine in humans. As Jan goes to some length to 
illustrate, the available data are difficult to interpret, primarily because of 
analytical uncertainties. I suggest that the long range interests of both the 
individuals involved and 3H would be better served by deleting most of pp. 4 and 
5 and viewing the paper as a useful, interesting and novel scientific contribution 
to information in this area; but don’t attempt to use the paper defensively on the 
question of industrial sources of serum organic fluorine. As I have mentioned 
on numerous past occassions, I think maintaining credibility, particularly on 
"scientific" questions like "what is the source of organic fluorine in human 
serum," should be a primary goal of 3M as we continue into this rapidly expanding 
area of subtle potential effects of industrial chemicals. One way to help 
maintain credibility is to not make unnecessary and technically uncertain defensive 
efforts. 

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. I 

REO:mho 

hope my input has been helpful. 

Attachment 

PS: Since this memo was typed, I have learned from you and Jan that a specific 
goal of this paper was to refute the statement (probably overstatement) of 

Guy and Taves regarding the specific identity of some of the fluorochemicals 
which he claims to have found in the serum of the genera] population. While 

on yet another reading of the paper I could detect the message re Guy and 
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~aves, I’m afraid that message did not and does not come thr~ very clearly and 
cogently to me. Is there any other way or any more cogent data (appropriate for 
release) that would make point more clearly and directly? As I mentioned on the 
phone, countering Guy’s overstatement with an overstatement of our own probably 
won’t be too helpful in the Iong run. 
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3H Company, 3M Center, Central Research LabsratorJ[es, St. Paul, MN 55133 

WIYE TIIE OBSERVATION1 THAT THERE ARE TWO FORMS OF FLUORI~E [H hUMAN 

SEE//M (EXCHANGEABLE ~ NON-EXCHANGEABLE TOWARDS 18F-), RESEARCH2 HAS 

BEEN DIRECTED AT IDENTIFYING THE NON-IONIC (ALSO KEFEREED TO AS THE NON- 

EXCHANGEABLE, BOUND, OR ORGANIC) FORM.     FURTHER STUDIEZ INDICATED THE 

WIDESPREAD PRESENCE IN HU~ PLASMA3 OF ORGANIC FLUORI~E WIiICH WAS NOT 

DETECTABLE IN THE SERUM OF ANLMALS4 THOUGH OTHER STUDIES REPORT THE 

FINDING OF OKGANIC FLUORINE IN BOVIHE5 AND KAT6 SERUM. SINCE THE WIDE- 

SPREAD OCCUREEI~CE IN HU~ BLOOD OF TRACE AMOLINTS OF ORGANIC FLUORO- 

COM?OUNDS DERIVED FROM COI~4ERCIAL SOURCES HAS BEEN SUGGESTED2, WE 

DECIDED TO OBTAIN BLOOD SEKUM FROM HI~S LINING IN A NON-INDUSTRIALIZED 

A/~: OUR AI~YS][S INDICATES DETECTABLE ORGANIC FLUORII~E IN THESE PEOPLE 
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Several methods of analysis have been used for total fluorvne in 

serum/plasma, Most samples have been analyzed by open ashlng which is 

known to give a variable loss of fluorine5. For example, only 21% of 

available fluori~e from perfluorooctanoic acid is reco%ered as inorganic 

fluoride (sample size not specified)2. The use of the closed oxygen 

bomb £echnique5,6,7 avoids most of these losses and ou* £urther work 

indicates 90+% recovery for perfluorooctanoic acid (i-5 us)7. 

WiKh Khe kind cooperation of the medical authorities from the 

People’s Republic of China, eight human serum samples %ere ohta£ned 

from Chinese donors who 1Ave gn a rural co~une with l~ttle chance for 

exposure to industrial fluorochemicals. The samples w~re ana]yxed for 

fluorine by £he oxygen bomb method7 which is known ~o ~e more reliable 

Khan the other methods involving ashing5. 

Table 1 Organic/Inorgamic fluorine levels of rural Chinese 

Person Organic Fluorine Inorganic Fluoride 

1 0,008 ppm 0.031 ppm 

2 0.013 0,054 

3 0,011 0.046 

4 0.014 0.046 

~ o. 009 o. o44 

6 0,009 0. 049 

7 0.00~ 0.04 6 

8 0.017 0.076 
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All the sampies (Table 1) h~d detectable organic fluorine levels. 

A brief review of the literature indicates that the det,~rminat~on of 

organ±c fluorine (ashlng) in 65 plasma samples of perso~s residing in the 

state of New York gave an average value of 0.C3 ppm organic fluorine 

with the lowest value at the 0.005 ppm level3. In a ia~:er study in- 

volving 106 individuals living in five different cities ~n two different 

states, a mean plasma organic fluorine value of 0.025 ppm (ashing) 

was observed with 2 people e~timated at less t~an 0.005 ppm2. In a 

recen~ study of 264 people living in o~e Minnesota =omm~nity, an average 

organic fluorine value of 0.045 ppm (ashlng> was report~d with the 

lowest person having non-detectable organi~ fluorine (0 00 ppm)8. In 

a curren~ report from Arg~ntin~ on~]y~s of a pooled s~rum sample in- 

dicates an organic fluorine level (ashing) of 0.085 ppm-. Analysis of 

9 individuals (Minnesota residents) gave an average or {~.02 ppm organic 

fluorine (oxygen bomb) with ~he lowest person at 0.01 ppmT. 

From Table 1 and the above cited literature, the organic fluorine 

levels of this rural Chinese g~oup are at the low esd o:~ the range when 

compare~ ~o a group representing a more urban environme~t. 

The inorganic fluoride levels were slightly higher than the levels 

in the case of our previous (0.02 ppm) Minnesota group7 although in 

another work8, an average value of 0.058 ppm was reported. Guy3 reported 

a mean o£ O.DI5 ppm i~organic fluoride and later showed the plasma 

inorganic fluoride level to be dependent on the level of! F- in the 

drinking water. Therefore, ~he slightly higher Chinese inorganic F- 

levels may be due to the fluoride in diet and drinking ~ater. 
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As the conjecture to the source and identity of t~e organic fluorine 

in ~lood continues, it would seem helpful to compare a~hing and bomb 

results. While a fluorochemical has been isolated iron plasma2 and 

suggested to be perfluoroocCanoic acids that compound is recovered by 

the same researcher only to the extent of 20 % (ashing), yet the bomb 

(90+ % recovery7) and ashing results of serum/plasma a~e quite comparable; 

for example, 0.026 ~ 0.016 ppm SD (n = i06~ ashlng)2 t) 0.022 ± 0.007 

SD (n = 9, oxygen bomb)7 This good agreement between the two methods 

suggests tha~ a significant portion of the serum/plasm.~ organic fluorine 

is not perfluorooctanoate since one would [hen expect ~igher values by 

the bomb ~an open ashing. In fact, the most recent r~sults8 by ashing 

give a organic ~luor~c level twice that previously r.~ported2,3,7 

These researchers8 further conclude that the range o[ :otal fluorine i~ 

plasma has no~ changed in the past 20 years and that t~ere is no evidence 

for environmental contamination with organic fluorine. In considering 

these conclusions, it is necessary to real~ze that one is comparing ~he 

results of different researchers using a variety of me:hods. Perhaps 

the most important concern here is the comparlson.of o~en ashing to 

closed oxygen b~h results. It is known that open ash[og is prone to 

contamination with InorganlaI0 as well as organic (FREONSR)3 fl~orine 

and £hat fluorine results are method dependent10’li. in addition, as 

stated above, open ashing i~ susceptible to low recove:y of organic 

fluorine due to loss (volatility) of organic compound ~rior to decomposi- 

tion; thus open ash~ng has ~oth positive and negative ~rrors. Due to the 

paucity of values determine~ with the oxygen bomb, it -s necessary to use 

open ashing results o~ questionable ~alue for purposes of comparing 

orsanic fluorine blood levels. 
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Compounds containing organic fluorine have a numbe:: of useful 

industrial and medical appl~ations12. The wide use of these compounds 

gives a number of sources for exposure to organofluorlne compounds. 

A review on organic fluorine covers biochemistry13, ano:her gives special 

emphasis to the field of psychiatry14, while others pre~ent toxicology 

data15~16 The fluoroorgani¢ compounds methoxy~Inrane and halothane 

are anesthetics17 while artificial blood contains perfluorocarbons]8"]9. 

In addition, several natural sources have also been suggested3. 

In recently published research on exposure to fluo~ochemicals20, 

elevated serum organic fluorine levels were found in chemical employees 

handling a specific fluoroehemi=al (perfluorooctanole a~id, a~monium salt, 

C7FIbCO~N~). In addition, =hat report indicates that =h~s fluoroehemicml 

iS slowly el~minated from the body. Therefore, ~ woul~ appear that 

blood levels of organic fl~urlne are dependent on the p)ss£bility and 

frequency of exposure to specific fluorochemicals. 

It is known that when man20, rat, or monkey21 is e~posed to the 

fluoroorganic, perfluorooctanoie acld, ammonium salt, this compound will 

be found in the blood serum. This is not surprising when one consi4ers 

the results of a binding study of perfluorooc~anoic acid to human serum6 

where it was reported =hat greater than 99 % of ~his a4ded organic fluorine 

was bound to serum constituents. The above cited llterature2"3’7"8’9 

~~’ald suggest that essentially everyone (>98 %) has both forms of fluorine 

in ~he~r blood and that the reported values are somewhat dependent on 

the method of analysis. The ~norgan£¢ value is known [o depend on diet 
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and drinking water while the organic value could be influenced by exposure 

to certain fluorine containing compounds from both natural and synthetic 

sources. 

While the widespread prevalence of organic fluorite in human plasma 

was initially suggested to be due to commercial source~, the literature 

cited by the authors actually shows a decreasing concertration over a 

period of 15 years though they state that the trend ma~ be due to the 

analytical methods or the blood samples themselves2. Ps yet, we find no 

conclusive evidence to indicate that the widespread presence of trace 

amounts of organic or bound fluorine in human 51004 is the result of 

industrial fluoroehemicals. Continuing studies wi~l e~hanee our knowledge 

and understanding of organic/inorganic fluorine levels in man, 
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